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“Cars were melted where no evidence of a fire was even
present, and the scene looked eerily similar, almost exact,
as to what happened in New York on September 11, 2001. This
is not coincidental, it is apparent, and telling of a pre-
planned slaughter and mass destruction.”
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“Whoever lays his hand on me to govern me is a usurper and
tyrant, and I declare him my enemy.”

~ Pierre-Joseph Proudhon

We are in the midst of a heinous crime in what is falsely
referred to as the ‘American’ State of Hawaii, so vile and
evil,  that  it  should  sicken  all  who  have  any  remote
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possibility  of  exhibiting  mental  acquaintance  with  truth,
compassion, or empathy.

The State’s attack on the people of Maui was in my studied
opinion, premeditated, brutal, murderous beyond explanation,
and targeted to achieve a preconceived agenda which was the
total destruction of Lahaina by extreme property devastation
and mass death of much of the local population. This was
necessary in the mind of the State in order to steal the land
and rebuild based on the World Economic Forum and U.N. plan
for captured cities, as evidenced by the evil piece of garbage
governor, Josh Green, who immediately claimed he wanted to
acquire by theft the purposely destroyed land and property for
the State, while smoldering embers still burned, and bodies
had not been found.

Today, I went to the ten top mainstream news sites searching
all news stories, and did not find a single story about the
Lahaina fires, except one showing the slimy Biden sleeping
while at a meeting with Maui victims; this after offering
these victims $700 per family after they had lost everything,
including many of their family members.

In other words, this story has been purposely scrubbed from
view, not different than what happened after the intentional
chemical fire devastated East Palestine, Ohio, and left that
town and many others with deadly pollutants.

A tall black fence was actually built around the town of
Lahaina, at taxpayer cost of course, and a no fly zone order
was given to hide the gruesome murder scene from any view and
scrutiny.

What is insanely troubling about the reporting concerning this
horrific crime in Maui by all mainstream outlets, and even
many alternative sites, is that most continue to call this a
‘wild fire,’ while the evidence of such nonsense does not
exist. The anomalies and reactions to this so-called ‘natural’
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event, are staggering beyond recognition, and reek of the
stench of total corruption at the highest levels.

This was a land grab of epoch proportion, but it was much
worse than that, as high death counts were pursued by the
State thugs, as they locked the residents of Lahaina inside
the rings of deadly fire likely caused by directed energy and
microwave  attacks;  creating  fires  that  were  strategically
targeted, with heat that was in some cases double that of any
wild fire.

This was clearly evident given the melting of aluminum and
steel, and also the melting of automobile windshields which
requires heat at or above 2,500 degrees. Cars were melted
where no evidence of a fire was even present, and the scene
looked eerily similar, almost exact, as to what happened in
New York on September 11, 2001.

This is not coincidental, it is apparent, and telling of a
pre-planned slaughter and mass destruction.

The  fires  in  Maui  that  were  said  to  have  been  caused
‘naturally,’ a brazen lie, were almost identical to the fires
in Paradise, California as well; fires that were targeted,
burning homes to white ash without burning trees or plastic,
and in areas desired by the State criminals for rebuilding so-
called “smart cities.”

In Lahaina, homes of the very rich were magically spared, as
were certain state buildings, grand hotels, and other areas of
State favor.

But  the  homes  and  families  of  the  local  residents  were
attacked head on, with absolutely no regard for the lives or
property of these innocent people.

The ‘crime’ supposedly committed, as seen by the State, was
not  bowing  down,  and  giving  up  their  homes  and  lives
voluntarily, so a direct false flag action of slaughter and
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murder was created to complete the State’s agenda of land
theft. To hell with the people and their property was the
private  battle  cry  of  these  State  politicians  and  their
murderous enforcers called police.

No sirens were turned on even though there were 80 active
sirens on Maui.

All water was turned off so fires could not be fought.

Wi-fi was turned off, as was most all electric power.

Roads out were closed, and police roadblocks were manned to
forcibly keep all the residents inside the fire perimeter,
causing purposeful mass death.

Schools were shut down, so that children were home alone when
these intentional fires raged through Lahaina, and many burned
to death without help from any State service. The real numbers
of deaths are still being hidden as far as I can tell.

In  addition,  before  and  after  the  fire,  speculators  were
attempting to buy these properties, and while bodies were
still unfound, the government announced its intentions to buy
up this land.

None  of  these  are  coincidences,  but  the  State  and  its
complicit media would have you believe that all of these, and
many, many, more impossibilities are all coincidental. How
could anyone with two brain cells to rub together, buy into
the  propagandized  narratives  being  presented  by  the  evil
State?

I fully realize, especially considering the nearly complete
lack of any ability to think critically by the masses, that
what I am presenting here will be ignored by a very large
swath of the population.

The  long-term  dumbing  down  of  individuals,  and  the  now
digitally-manipulated population, has embraced indifference to



such an extent, as to have escaped all reality. In fact,
common  sense,  logic,  and  reason  appear  to  be  nearly  non-
existent  generally  speaking.  It  is  much  easier  for  the
collective herd to believe the State narratives than to do the
work necessary to ferret out fact and truth.

Unfortunately,  the  ruling  class  understands  this  weak  and
apathetic trait that seems to have captured the very large
percentage of dead men walking among us.

How much more obvious corruption, lies, and murder at the
hands of the State will have to take place before any majority
comes to terms with the reality that this world is ending in
favor of mass slavery and depopulation? Will the flock ever
fight back?

The  forced  annexation  of  Hawaii,  the  staged  Pearl  Harbor
attack, the world wars, Operation Northwoods, MK Ultra, the
Cuban missile crisis, the JFK assassination, Operation Gladio,
U.S. aggressive invasion after invasion, Desert Storm, 9/11,
the Patriot Act, the War of Terror, the fake ‘covid pandemic,’
bogus  ‘climate  change,  intentional  chemical  spills,  and
weather geo-engineering; these just a few of the major false
flag events, and government terror operations that have taken
place.

Now there are deliberately set fires in Canada, all over the
U.S., Hawaii, Australia, Turkey, Greece, China, and many other
areas, and the sheep continue to hide their proverbial heads
in the sand.

Everything happening is planned, and being done intentionally
in  order  to  achieve  a  particular  agenda.  This  has  been
outlined, discussed openly, warned about, written about in
policy journals at the WEF, WHO, U.N., and most everywhere
else I might add. The big picture has been discussed for
decades, and the agenda being sought is a one-world governing
order, where the ‘elite’ rule all, and the rest of us are



slaves of the State.

This agenda is as clear as day, so why cannot the lowly
collective herd see that the way to achieve this evil goal is
for the State to destroy the current system in favor of a
system that will allow the control of everyone?

Each  planned  event,  whether  fire,  weather,  war,  geo-
engineering, bio-weapon production and use, fake ‘viruses,’
and every so-called emergency, are staged only to create fear
and panic through economic devastation, property theft, (land
grabs)  monetary  and  transaction  digitization,  mass
surveillance,  and  total  censorship.

Will the blind ever see, will the deaf ever hear, will the
dumb ever speak, or will the bulk of this dependent and lazy
population, simply sit back locked inside their cell phones
and ‘social media’ absurdity, waiting for the end of times?

No one should forget or ignore what happened, and is happening
in Maui. Your neighborhood could be next, and what chance will
you have given the advanced weapon systems being used against
us by the military industrial complex, and its controllers?

The government controls nothing, as all politicians and their
enforcers are fully controlled themselves, and act on orders
from the real ruling class. Denounce them, abandon them and
eliminate them, so that the real rulers will have no cover!

“I have certain rules I live by. My first rule: I don’t
believe anything the government tells me. Nothing. Zero.”

~ George Carlin

 

Best explanation by 48 year arborist concerning Lahaina, Maui
fires
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Maui Fire video and comments

Lahaina land grab

Lahaina, Maui and California fire anomalies

Arson, DEW, HAARP, fake ‘climate change’ and fires

The U.S. is the false flag empire

Hawaii governor declares ’emergency’ three weeks before Maui
fire
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